
BCG MATRIX OF BANK OF AMERICA

In the BCG matrix, Bank of America has business lines which are Stars in their.

Dog When a product is in the underdog position, it has a small market share in a mature market. For
manufacturing businesses it is very functional to have a prior understanding of the market position of their
products. It has expanded in more than stores worldwide. Prasad, P. Thompson, A. The completed case should
include the following 4 sections: 1. Henderson, B. Although placed in the dog category, the premium pricing
means that it makes a financial contribution to the company. Second, the market growth potential for that
product or its business unit. Ansoff wrote rules for corporate strategy. This section presents set of
recommendations chosen from the alternatives discussed in the previous section. Spotify Technology S.
Content: The paper must include the following 5 sections:? Based on the BCG Matrix a product or business
unit can be in one of the four following categories: 1. International Trade Administration of the U. Stars:
Products in high growth markets with high market share. Proposed Mission statement We built Bank of
America to meet the full range of financial needs 2 for people, businesses, and institutional investors 1 ; to
attract the best employees 9 to serve our customers and clients; to support the communities where we do
business 8 ; and to create long-term value for our shareholders 5. The written report should have three major
sections: 1 Identification of the strategic issues and problems? We think that this is an appropriate and
achievable goal. Market growth is treated as a given, whereas a business could give the market an incentive.
Example: Autograph range. We also have a free guide for more recent digital marketing models including our
Smart Insights RACE digital marketing planning framework. Some strategic choices that are in conformity
with the BCG matrix could be: 1. Crafting and executing strategy: The quest for competitive advantage:
Concepts and cases. References Business,  Besides knowing which products need to be promoted more, they
will know which products will be successful. BankAmerica Corp. Dogs Dogs are the pets which are referred
as the burden for the companies. Harvest strategy Make as much money as possible with the product by means
of the Cash Cow. The experience curveâ€”reviewed. These are mainly considered as the cash traps due to
businesses which have finance tied up, even in return they are not bringing back anything. The BCG Model is
seen as simplistic and it can be difficult to classify products in smaller businesses where the relative market
share is too small to quantify. In this article we also provide you with a free downloadable template.
References Adelman, I. Use the model as an overview of your products, rather than detailed analysis. The
route to Dog should be postponed for as long as possible. Your rating is more than welcome or share this
article via Social media! What are your success factors for the good BCG matrix set up? It is still uncertain
whether it can become a Star or a Cash Cow. We help them to see and act on opportunities to achieve their
goals by delivering value, convenience, expertise, and innovation. Divest strategy Abandon the investment in
the product by means of a Dog; the market is saturated or there is no or little interest in the product. Criticism
on the BCG matrix Notwithstanding the fact that the BCG matrix is applied by many businesses, it has also
been criticized: The market share of the matrix does not guarantee profitability. The business model
fundamentally defines how the music streaming company operates.


